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AIS Mission Statement

We believe that education is a continuous process
that has to be developmental in nature and keep pace
with the changing times. We are firmly committed to change.
Our objective is to develop “self learning”
which brings about the process of “life-long
“life
learning” in our pupils.
It is this SWAYAM that we seek.
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The International Baccalaureate Organization aims to develop inquiring,
knowledgeable, and caring young people who help to create a better and
more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect.

To this end the organization works with schools, governments,
and international organizations to develop
challenging programs of international education and rigorous assessment.

These programs encourage students across the world to become active,
compassionate, and lifelong learners who understand that other people,
with their differences, can also be right.
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Counterbalance to
academic
self-absorption

Sharing energies

Education of the
whole person

Promotion of more
informed and understanding
attitudes

Education beyond
the classroom and
examination hall

Development of
attitudes and values
which transcend
race, religion,
gender and politics

Development of
awareness, concern for and ability
to work with
others

Philosophy of
CAS

Promotion of international
understanding

Service to the
community as a
complement to
intellectual
development in
the academic
curriculum
Establishment of
links with local,
national and
international
communities
Challenge to the
student

Encouragement of
new skills and
interests

Development of a
spirit of discovery
and self-reliance
Encouragement of a
sense of responsibility
to all
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What is CAS
What is CAS ?

Creativity: arts, and other experiences that involve creative thinking.
Action: physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle.
Service: an unpaid and voluntary exchange that has a learning benefit for the student. The rights,
dignity and autonomy of all those involved are respected.
CREATIVITY
This aspect of CAS is interpreted as imaginatively as possible to cover a wide range of arts and
other activities outside the normaDefinitions l curriculum, which include creative thinking in the
design and carrying out of service projects. This could involve doing dance, theatre, music, or it
could involve taking on a leadership role and designing a service project. You should try to be involved in-group activities, and especially in new roles, wherever possible; however, individual commitment to learning an art form IS allowed, where it respects the requirements for all CAS activities: that goals are set, and you reflect on progress
ACTION

This aspect of CAS can include participation in expeditions, individual and team sports, and physical
activities outside of the normal curriculum; it also includes physical activity involved in carrying out
creative and service projects. Action may involve participation in sport or other activities requiring
physical exertion – such as expeditions, camping trips, or digging trenches for water, etc. Again,
you are encouraged towards group and team activities, and undertaking new roles, but an
individual commitment is acceptable where the general requirements of CAS are met: that goals
are set, and you reflect on progress
Incorporating the service element can enhance both creativity and action. For example, if you become involved in the arts or physical activities you might consider coaching young children or seniors in residential homes.
SERVICE
Service involves interaction, such as the building of links with individuals or groups in the community. The community may be the school, the local district, or it may exist on national and international levels (such as undertaking projects of assistance in a developing country). Service activities
should not only involve doing things for others but also doing things with others and developing a
real commitment with them. The relationship should therefore show respect for the dignity and
self-respect of others.
All proposed CAS activities must meet four criteria:
Real, purposeful activities, with significant 8 learning outcomes
Personal challenge – tasks must extend the student and be achievable in scope
Thoughtful consideration, such as planning, reviewing progress, reporting
Reflection on outcomes and personal learning.
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What is not CAS

What Is NOT CAS?
CAS is not a points-scoring exercise. It shoud be an interesting variety of activities that you find
intrinsically worthwhile and rewarding, and which is mutually beneficial to you and to your community. Generally, CAS is not taking place when you are in a passive rather than an active role.
There should be interaction. If you are passive, nothing of real value, either for you or for other
people, results from what you are doing, and no real reflection is possible. Examples of activities,
which at first sight would appear to be inappropriate, are listed below.

any class, activity or project that is already part of the Diploma Program
an activity for personal reward, financial or benefit-in-kind
simple, tedious and repetitive work
a passive pursuit, e.g. museum, theatre, exhibition, concert visits
part of family or religious duty
work experience that only benefits the student
fundraising with no clearly defined end in sight
an activity where there is no responsible adult on site to evaluate your performance
activities that cause division amongst different groups in the community
working in an old people’s or children’s home when you:
have no idea of how the home operates
are just making sandwiches
have no contact at all with the old people or children
actually do no service for other people
(The above example can be applied to many other activities purporting to be CAS)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
∉
●
●
●
●
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CAS Project
CAS project
A CAS project is a collaborative, well-considered series of sequential CAS experiences, engaging
students in one or more of the CAS strands of creativity, activity, and service. CAS students must be
involved in at least one CAS project during their CAS programme.
The primary purpose of the CAS project is to ensure participation in sustained collaboration.
Through this level of engagement students may discover the benefits of teamwork and of achievements realized through an exchange of ideas and abilities. A CAS project challenges students to
show initiative, demonstrate perseverance, and develop skills such as those of cooperation,
problem-solving and decision-making.
A CAS project involves collaboration between a group of students or with members of the wider
community. Students work as part of a team, with all members being contributors. A CAS project
offers students the opportunity to be responsible for, or to initiate, a part of or the entire CAS
project. Working collaboratively also provides opportunities for individual students to enhance and
integrate their personal interests, skills and talents into the planning and implementation of CAS
projects.
All CAS projects should use the CAS stages as a framework for implementation to ensure that all
requirements are met.
A CAS project can address any single strand of CAS, or combine two or all three strands. The
following examples are provided to help generate further ideas without limiting the scope and
direction of a CAS project.
● Creativity: A student group plans, designs and creates a mural.
● Activity: Students organize and participate in a sports team including training sessions and
matches against other teams.
● Service: Students set up and conduct tutoring for people in need.
● Creativity and activity: Students choreograph a routine for their marching band.
● Service and activity: Students plan and participate in the planting and maintenance of a garden
with members of the local community.
● Service and creativity: Students identify that children at a local school need backpacks and subsequently design and make the backpacks out of recycled materials.

Creativity, activity, and service: Students rehearse and perform a dance production for a
community retirement home.
All CAS projects are designed with a defined purpose and goals. Individual students identify one or
more learning outcomes to further guide their role and responsibilities in the CAS project. Students
will likely identify more outcomes, or modify expected outcomes during the CAS project and/or at
its completion.
A minimum of one month is recommended for a CAS project, from planning to completion. CAS
projects of longer duration can provide even greater scope and opportunities for all participants
and should be encouraged. Students should aim to undertake their CAS project locally and, if
possible, engage in more than one CAS project over the duration of their CAS programme.
As expected throughout CAS, students reflect on their CAS project experience. Due to the
collaborative nature of the CAS project, having occasions to reflect with others can prove most
informative and assist students in gaining insights into the process of their endeavour as well as
personal growth.
Young people studying the IB Diploma strive to be:
* Inquirers * Knowledgeable * Thinkers * Communicators * Principled *
* Open-minded * Caring * Risk-takers * Balanced * Reflective *
AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Project
Service project
When a CAS project addresses the CAS strand of service (known as service project), students must
take into account the opinions and expectations of others involved and focus on meaningful and
authentic needs to ensure actions are respectful and reciprocal. Awareness of the possible impact
and consequences of the students’ actions should be part of the planning process. Where possible,
service projects should involve working alongside community members with ongoing
communication. When the service project involves the use of an external facilitator such as a nongovernment organization or a commercial provider, care should be taken to ensure that the
facilitator acts in accordance with the IB mission statement and CAS requirements.
A service project that includes interaction with and appreciation of diverse social or cultural backgrounds can increase international-mindedness and engagement with issues of global significance.
International service projects are acceptable if clear goals and outcomes are established, understood, and based on the expectation of compelling benefits expected for all stakeholders. If a
service project is conducted outside the local context, it is recommended that there is some form
of continuation. For example, students could research the community served and educate
themselves further about the issues involved, develop an advocacy programme for the served
community, or develop greater awareness of a related need in their local community leading to
some form of local action. This may inspire the next group of CAS students.
For any service project it is important to ensure that there is:
● a genuine need for the service project, which has been stated and agreed upon by the potential
● approval from the school administration for the service project
● a demonstration of how the CAS stages were followed
● A thorough evaluation of the benefits of the service project for all involved.

Purposeful relationships between students and community members leading to sustainable service projects are potentially the most rewarding for all concerned. As community needs change,
students’ responses should also evolve to meet these new circumstances. When a service project initiated by one group is adopted by other students, the new students must ensure the need
is authentic or make the necessary adjustments and ensure their contribution is relevant.
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CAS at AIS
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CAS Activities Offered
CREATIVITY

ACTION

SERVICE

Standalone

Ongoing

Standalone

Ongoing

Clay Modelling

Outdoor camps

Several sports
options

Tree plantation

Working with
NGO – sewa café

Art and Craft

Organising sports
day in AIS

Field trips

Manav Sadhna

Yuva

Cookery

Organising student parliament ,
AIMUN and farewell

Blind people association

Teaching Sneh
shrushti students
(underprivileged)

Dance

Environmental
Awareness

Cleanliness drive

IT learning to
helpers / peons
of our school

Medical check up

Cleanliness drive
in slums

Charity Walk

Web design

Stiching/
Embroidery
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Activities to be considered in CAS

Experiential Learning & Effective Reflection
While different Diploma Program subjects offer varying amounts of opportunity for experiential
learning, it is at the very heart of CAS. As Figure 1 indicates, experiential learning involves much
more than just the activity itself: planning, acting, observing and reflecting are all crucial in making
the experience as valuable as possible.

“[Experiential] learning is the process whereby knowledge is created through
the transformation of experience.”
Kolb (1984)
Among the benefits of experiential learning are the following. Students are enabled to:
∅ See the application of academic learning, social and personal skills to real‑life situations
∅ Bring real benefits to self and/or others
∅ Understand their own capacity to make a difference
∅ Make decisions that have real, not hypothetical, results
∅ Develop skills to solve problems
∅ Develop a sense of responsibility and accountability for their actions.
kinds of reflection
Different kinds of reflection work for different people. Reflection can be:
∅ public or private
∅ individual or shared
∅ objective or subjective.

Experiential Learning & Effective Reflection
For example, in a CAS group project, the planning stages are largely public, so reflection on them
can be largely public, shared and objective. The term “largely” is used because there may be individual views that arise independently, in terms of how satisfactory the process was for a particular
student (who may enter and leave the activity with different personal experiences from others).
Carrying out the project is likely to be both public and private, both individual and shared, and both
objective and subjective. Outcomes of a project or other activity are similar: there may be objective
successes and limitations of the activity as a whole, but what it has meant for the team and for individuals within it may be more varied.
For some students and some kinds of reflection (such as private, individual, subjective), writing is
the best tool for reflection. However, for many, reflective writing does not come naturally. It can,
to some extent, be “modeled” in oral discussion of more public, less sensitive matters, either as an
end in itself or as a prelude to writing.
But writing is by no means the only possible outcome of reflection. Students can present their activities orally to peers, parents or outsiders. They can make scrapbooks, photo essays, videos/DVDs
or weblogs. At OSC all of our students have blogs using www.wordpress.com or www.blogger.com.
CAS blogs can be presented in variety of formats and utilize an array of different technology to
document the CAS cycle. The CAS coordinator is looking to see evidence of sustained engagement
and learning using the cycle of goal setting, action, observation and reflection. The blog is the first
place to record this but some students may sometimes simply reflect privately: some of the most
important lessons may be very personal ones that students should be allowed to keep to themselves. The OSC website has up-to-date links to student CAS blogs.

Developing Reflection
Moving on from the “What …?” questions outlined earlier, experiential learners might consider,
where appropriate, for themselves and others, and for each stage of an activity (before, during and
after):
∅ How you felt
∅ What you perceived
∅ What you thought about the activity
∅ What the activity meant to you
∅ What the value of the activity was
∅ What you learned from the activity and how this learning (for example, a change of perspec-

tive) might apply more widely.
There are many different sources of advice on techniques for developing reflection, some more
appropriate to CAS than others.
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Experiential Learning & Effective Reflection
Recording and Reflection
Students should document their CAS activities, noting in particular their reflections upon their experiences. As previously indicated, this documentation may take many forms, including blogs, illustrated displays and videos, and written notes. Its extent should match the significance of the particular activity to the student. While it is important to make an early start on their CAS blog, there is
no point in writing lengthy accounts about relatively routine experiences.
Some of the most valuable recording and reporting happens when there is a real audience and purpose, for example, when students inform other students, parents or the wider community about
what is planned or what has been achieved. There should be regular consultations between each
student and the CAS coordinator, where the student’s progress is discussed and appropriate encouragement and advice is given. These consultations should be briefly documented and incorporated into the weekly reflections. If any concerns arise, especially about whether a student will successfully complete the CAS requirement, these should be noted and appropriate action should be
taken at the earliest opportunity. The school will record the completion decision for each student,
noting the evidence for each learning outcome.
CAS documentation and ManageBac
CAS on ManageBac is a web based system designed to manage your CAS involvement. You will use
this system to store your CAS plan and log all your experiences. You will use it to have your
experiences pre approved, to write your reflections, upload photos and co---ordinate your group
experiences. You can access the system from any computer at school or home. You must check
your account often.
ManageBac is used to assist the CAS process for:
Proposing and recording your CAS experiences
∅ Having CAS experiences approved
∅ Communicating with your CAS Coordinator and CAS Advisors through messages and inter
view notes
∅ Recording CAS supervisor reviews
∅ Writing your reflections
∅ Uploading evidence and documents for your CAS experiences
∅ Tracking your progress (red flags and green flags)
∅ Generating CAS reports
∅ Instructions are available with ManageBac’s help section under “CAS”. You will also be
∅ shown how to use ManageBac by your CAS Coordinator and during the Pre--IB Course
You should receive a welcome email. If you did not receive this email, check your spam inbox. If you
still don’t find this email, let your CAS Coordinator know. Follow the instructions given. You will
work through tutorials so that you understand the program and be asked to set up your password.
Messages and interviews are recorded under this heading CAS experiences are shown with green
ticks if approved.

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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The Cycle of Experiential Learning
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CAS Responsibilities
Pre-planning
You must self-review at the beginning of your CAS experience and set personal goals for what you hope to
achieve through your CAS programme. This will involve identifying your interests, strengths, weaknesses,
and resources. (Complete questionnaires and forms provided to you during meetings or homeroom time)
Create your CAS Plan
You must take part in a range of activities, including at least one project, some of which you initiated
yourself. You should take part in activities that involve you in the school community, local community,
national community, and the international community. You should plan on spending half a day at school
week (three to four hours per week) or approximately 150 hours in total, with a reasonable balance between
creativity, action and service.

Carry out your CAS Plan
You must plan your activities, carry them out, and reflect on what you have learned.
All activities must be pre-approved by the CAS Coordinator before you start an activity. If your preferred activity qualifies as a CAS activity complete the Activity Proposal Form and return it to the CAS coordinator for
approval. You will receive notification of approval within one week. Remember, CAS activities should continue on a regular basis for as long as possible throughout the program.
Recording and Reporting
You must keep records of your activities and achievements, including a list of the principal activities undertaken and take photos whenever possible. You will be meeting with your CAS advisor for at least one interim
review of your progress and again for a final review. You must provide evidence of your achievement of the
eight CAS learning outcomes, (see page 7). This evidence can be in a variety of forms. You can make scrapbooks, photo essays, videos/DVDs or just standard written reflections. Evidence and reflections will be
stored electronically.

Reflections
You must reflect on your CAS experiences.
Reflections may not come naturally to you. To help you get started you should consider the following key
questions:
What did I plan to do?
What did I do?
What were the outcomes, for me, the team I was working with, and others?
Other questions to ask would be:
How successful was I in achieving my goals? What difficulties did I encounter and how did
I overcome them?
What did I learn about myself and others through this activity/project? What abilities,

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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Responsibilities of Students
RESPONSIBILITIES OF STUDENTS
1. All students are expected to engage in all three CAS activities (CAS) for two academic years
(minimum 3-4 hours) per week.
2. Follow the reflective learning cycle to set goals, act on them, observe the results and reflect on
the outcome.
3. Inform the CAS coordinator about your CAS plans. Submit CAS proposal and supervisors form
from time to time.
4. Keep record of activities , number of hours and dates. Use blogs , portfolio to maintain records
like reflection and evidence (photo, certificate etc).
5. IBDP students who fail fulfilling CAS requirement will not receive IB diploma.
6. Manage bac: Your CAS portfolio All CAS students are expected to maintain a CAS portfolio as
evidence of engagement with CAS and achievement of the seven CAS learning outcomes. The
CAS portfolio is used to plan your CAS programme, reflect on your CAS experiences, and gather
evidence of involvement with CAS. It is also used to showcase your CAS achievements and should
be a source of pride. Managebac, please go to :
http://help.managebac.com/support
To login, please go to
https://new.managebac.com/login
The CAS coordinator will communicate with students through Managebac and it is the student’s
responsibility to regularly check it for updates. In addition, students must consistently keep their
reflections and evidence up to date in their Managebac portfolios.
CAS Managebac is a web-based system designed to manage your CAS involvement. You will use
this system to store your CAS plan and log all your activities. You will use it to have your activities
pre-approved, to write your reflections, upload photos and co-ordinate your group activities. You
can access the system from any computer at school or home. You must check your account often.
There is a more detailed student guide saved on the CAS Managebac website, but the information
below will get you started.
If you don’t receive e-mail inform CAS coordinator.
Then click the link to set up the password.
Your login email id is the welcome e-mail id sent to you.
CAS manager will help you to submit forms.
Add CAS activities by going to the worksheet and similarly you can manage the reflections and
evidences.
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What are the Learning outcomes ?

Learning outcomes are differentiated from assessment objectives because they are not rated on a
scale. The completion decision for the school in relation to each student is, simply, “Have these
outcomes been achieved?”
As a result of their CAS experiences as a whole, including their reflections, there should be evidence
that students have:
Outcome 1:
∉ increase your awareness of your strengths and areas for growth
You are an individual with various skills and abilities, some more developed than others. You can
make choices about how to move forward.
Outcome 2:
∉ undertaken new challenges
A new challenge may be an unfamiliar activity, or an extension to an existing one. Identify new
challenges that you would like to take on. Reflect on these challenges from creative, active and
service perspectives.
Outcome 3:
∉ planned and initiated activities
Planning and initiation will often be in collaboration with others. It can be shown in activities that
are part of larger projects, for example ongoing school activities in the local community, as well as
in small student-led activities.
Outcome 4:
∉ worked collaboratively with others
Collaboration can be shown in many activities, such as team sports, playing music in a band, or
helping in a kindergarten. At least one project must involve collaboration and integrate at least
two of creativity, action and service and be of significant duration.
Outcome 5:
∉ shown perseverance and commitment on your activities
A student needs to attend regularly and accept a share of the responsibility for dealing with problems that arise in the course of activities.
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What are the Learning outcomes?
Learning Outcomes
Outcome 6:
∉ engaged with issues of global importance
You are required to act on at least one issue of global significance. This activity may be an international project, but there are many global issues that can be acted on locally or nationally
(for example, environmental concerns).
Outcome 7:
∉ considered the ethical implications of your actions
Ethical decisions arise in almost any CAS activity. Evidence of thinking about ethical issues can be
shown in various ways, including journal entries and conversations with CAS advisors.
Outcome 8:
∉ developed new skills
As with new challenges, new skills may by shown in activities that the students has not previously
undertaken, or in increased expertise in an established area.
All eight outcomes must be present for a student to complete the CAS requirement. Some may
be demonstrated many times, in a variety of activities, but completion requires only that there is
some evidence for every outcome.

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Calendar

PROCEDURES AND MAJOR DEADLINES
AIS CAS CALENDAR 2016-2018
Month
JULY

∅
∅

AUG

∅
∅

SEPT

∅
∅

OCT

∅
∅

NOV

∅

DEC

∅

JAN

∅

FEB

∅
∅

MARCH

∅

APRIL

∅
∅

IB Year One
Organize the introduction of CAS to
students, parents and staff
Students are choosing activities

Meet with students
Start using Manegbac

Arrange interviews between CAS
advisors and students.
Fill manegbac regularly

IB Year Two
∅ Review each student’s

progress in CAS and contact
students and their parents
that have not been meeting
the CAS requirements.
∅ Ensure that each student has

been engaged in at least one
CAS project
∅ Check manegbac
∅ Outline to the students what
they will be required to do to
complete CAS.

Review student’s progress.
Fill manegbac regularly

∅ Students in IB2 make

Interview between CAS advisors and
students
Make required changes in activity

∅ Review student’s progress.

Meet with students
Fill manegbac regularly
Arrange some teaching sessions for
students about reflection. This will
probably involve some coordination
with the TOK program.
Interview between CAS coordinator
and students
Review of manegbac
Review students progress

∅ CAS summative interview

presentations about their
program to parents and also
students in IB1.

∅ Meet with students

with students.
∅ Sign off the students that

have completed CAS in
January.
∅ CAS should be completed

Monthly:
Discuss your progress with your group members
Meet with your CAS advisor or CAS coordinator if necessary and discuss about manegbac
Check that your reflections are up to date
Take photos, videos and keep your records
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CAS Deadlines
CAS DEADLINES
Week

IBDP 1

1

Students need to follow:

2

Students given handbook and introduction

3

Read and understand the requirement given in the handbook and manegbac

4

Start identify CAS activity which is meaningful and important to you

5

Submission of preliminary CAS plan

6

Close to finish CAS

7

Semester one CAS report checked

8

All activities must have entries in portfolio

First term CAS report
submitted

Review CAS program to see
learning outcome is met

9
10

IBDP 2

All CAS project must be decided

CAS discussion with
coordinator

11

CAS discussion with
coordinator

12

CAS discussion with
coordinator

13

Needs to provide evidence

14

Semester one CAS report written submit

Semester one CAS report
written submit

15

CAS completion

16

Final submission

17

Semester two CAS report checked

18

CAS consultancy

19

CAS consultancy

20

CAS meeting

21

Semester two CAS report written and submitted

22

Should have provided comprehensive evidence of meeting 5 learning outcomes
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CAS Requirements and Planning

This is what you have to prove in your final presentation.
Use this sheet to help plan your CAS program, and to outline your final presentation.
Requirement one: Plan - Students must plan and complete a series of CAS activities that are
1.

real, purposeful activities, with significant outcomes

2.

personally challenging – tasks must extend the student and be achievable in scope

3.

thoughtful consideration, such as planning, reviewing progress, reporting

4.

reflection on outcomes and personal learning.

All CAS must involve learning.
You can use this template to plan your CAS schedule
You must have your CAS activities approved in advance by the CAS Coordinator. This sheet will
help you determine if your planned activity is suitable for your CAS portfolio. You only need to
complete this sheet if your CAS coordinator asks you to.
Complete the guiding questions below and complete the CAS Activity Evaluation Rubric given below.
Activity title:
Is the activity a new role for me?
Is it a real task that I am going to undertake?
Does it have real consequences for other people and for me?
What do I hope to learn from getting involved?
How can this activity benefit other people?
How does this activity relate to the Learning Outcomes?
How can I reflect on this activity?
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CAS Requirements and Planning
Requirement two: Show- Students must demonstrate that they have accomplished these 8 learning outcomes at some point during the 18-month CAS commitment.
Learning outcome

Achieved
Y/N

C/A/S

Evidence
(Only points to be
mentioned)

Increased their awareness of their own
strengths and areas for growth
Undertaken new challenges
Planned and initiated activities
Worked collaboratively with others
Shown perseverance and commitment
in their activities
Engaged with issues of global
importance
Considered the ethical implications of
their actions
Developed new skills

Requirement three: Describe -Students must demonstrate a reasonable balance of creative, active,
and service activities in the CAS project.
List activities

Creative activities

Action endeavors

Service activities

Requirement four: Proof : Students must provide proof that they participated as they claim. They
may use methods that are outlined in the CAS guide (pictures, newspaper articles, etc.).
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CAS Requirements and Planning
Requirement five Reflect: Students must reflect on EACH of their individual CAS activities. For
each activity, students should consider the reflective questions and on the CAS recording sheet and
questions contained in subsequent handouts. Reflection can be written (journals, blogs, etc.) or
done through other methods (scrap books, computer presentations, interview etc.)
You must describe in words about your experiences
Requirement six: Holistic Students must reflect on their CAS program as a whole. Specifically: did
you meet the personal goals that you set at the beginning of the program.
Requirement seven :Integration : Students must complete at least one “super project” that
involves collaboration and integrates at least two of creativity, action and service, and is of
significant duration.

Requirement eight Time line : Students must demonstrate an 18-month commitment to CAS and
must show evidence that some activities were NOT stand-alone, but that some activities were
significantly involved over a period of time. CAS cannot just be a series of one-time projects. CAS
cannot be completed in a short time span, then not worked on at all for long spans of time.

Requirement nine: Students must provide 10 sample pages from their ongoing documentation and
a comprehensive list of all activities

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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EVALUATION AND RUBRICS
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CAS Evaluation

Involvement in CAS Activities
CREATIVITY

ACTION

SERVICE

COMPLETE

Engages in eight
learning outcomes in
creativity and reflects
on the learning goals

Is fully engaged in
sports activity
through all eight
learning outcomes

Is fully engaged in
service activity
through all eight
learning outcomes

PARTIAL

Sets basic learning
goals and partially
reflects on these
goals and learning
outcomes

Sets basic learning
goals for action activities and partially reflects on these goals
and learning outcomes

Sets basic learning
goals for service activities and partially
reflects on these
goals and learning
outcomes

INCOMPLETE

Does not set appropriate learning goals
and does not complete learning outcomes in creativity

Does not set appropriate learning goals
and does not complete learning outcomes in action

Does not set appropriate learning goals
and does not complete learning outcomes in service

Assessment boundary
∅ Excellent
∅ Good
∅ Fair

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Evaluation
Activity Assessment to be done before you start any CAS activity

Remember that you have to show evidence that you have achieved the eight learning outcomes.
You should aim to show evidence of meeting each outcome in two activities and each activity
should have one to two outcomes. The following rubric will help you decide if your activity is a
suitable CAS activity.
In this activity
You will:
Undertake new
challenges

NO

This activity is something that you have
already experienced.
If so, then this is not a
suitable CAS activity.

YES

This activity is something that you have
not already
experienced. If so,
then this is a suitable
CAS
Ableactivto identify

YOU SHOULD:

List challenges.

Consideration of
ethical implications

Not able to identify
ethical implication in
that activity
There is no global issue involved with this
activity

There is global issue
involved with this
activity

List the global issues.

Engaged with issues
of global importance

Increased awareness
of strengths and
areas for growth

The activity will not
provide opportunity
for self reflection or
growth.

The activity will pro
vide opportunity for
self reflection or
growth.

List your strength and
highlight personal
growth.

The activity does not
allow opportunity to
develop new skills.

The activity allows
opportunity to
develop new skills.

List new skills.

Developing new
skills

It will allow you to
plan and organize.

List your plan.

Planned and initiated
activities

This activity does not
allow you to plan and
initiate.
The activity involves
working alone.

The activity will allow
you to actively work
with others.

List whom are you
working with.

This activity does not
require consistently
attendance over a
reasonable period.

This activity requires
consistently
attendance over a
reason- able period
and shows
commitment.

List down to show
your perseverance.

Working collaboratively with others

Showing perseverance and commitment
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ethical implication in
that activity

List some of the
potential ethical
implications.
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CAS EvCAaSlu
ation

An example of CAS programme consisting of one project and eight Activities
Act

Outcome

Minimum acceptable evidence

Project title

1

Undertake new
challenges

Diary entries describes new challenges and photos to
link the challenges.
Discussion of ethics
and role they played
in this activity and
how it affected
them.

Orphanage

Identify the global
issues related to the
activity and what
you can do about.
Photographs
Discussion of your
strength and areas of
growth and role they
play in this activity
and how they effected you
Identification and
description of the
new skills you obtain .The process you
went through to obtain them photos
required
Description of what
you plan , why and
with whom.
evidence required
Portfolio entry and
evidence attached

MUN/ Student
Parliament

2
Consideration of
ethical implications

3
Engaged with
issues of global
importance
4
Increased awareness of strengths
and areas for
growth
5
Developing new
skills

6

Planned and initiated activities

7
Working collaboratively with others
8
Showing perseverance and commitment
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Regular completion
opf all form and
compilation of activites to show your
comitment

Tree plantation

Brief summary
of Planned
Project
Take part in
organizing and
planning to visit
orphanage.
Environment
and draw ethical
link to the
society and your
actions towards
society.
Take part in
AIMUN/ Student
Parliament

Expected
length
and time
Monthly
visit

Weekly

Ten
weeks

Cambodia trip

Build huts

7 days -4
hrs

Newsletter or
yearbook

Make yearbook
and editing ,
design and
planover the
year

1
hour a
week

Visit school for
disabled

football

Football
tournament

2-3 visit
in a
week
1 hour
per week

Music/dance

Take part in
programe

1 hour a
week

Manv sadhana
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CAS Evaluation
CAS PLAN PROPOSAL RUBRICS
CRITERIA

NOT MEEING
EXPECTTION

MINIMUM
MEETING
EXPECTATIONS

SATISFACTORILY
MEETING
EXPECTATIONS

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS

CAS PROPOSAL

Lack challenges,
goal, planning or
supervision. Student will again
plan

At least two CAS
activities covers
goal, planning or
supervision

At least 3 CAS
activities covers
goal, planning or
supervision

Reasonable
goals well
planned and
supervised and
the student submits the report

TIME REQUIREMENT

Less than one hour
a week .CAS hrs
not completed

Covers 1 hour
completed but
falls short of certain CAS requirements.

2-3 hrs are met
and fulfils CAS
requirements

3 hours per
week without
overwhelming
the student or
creating disharmony

SPERVISION

Supervisor forms
are missing or incomplete and cant
be accepted at this
point of time

Most supervisor
forms are there
but some forms
are to be submitted at later
date .

All supervisor
forms of all activities submitted

File well maintained and
organised with
the supervisors
form

PREPARATION

Lack of organisation planning
preparation .not
ready for interview

Student needs
constant
prompting

Interview well
prepared

Interview well
prepared shows
planning , initiative and
organisation

OVERALL
INTERVIEW
SCORE

Student must re interview

Serious concern
about CAS from
onset

Student proposal
are good and
likely to be successful if the student follows
through.

Student ‘s proposal are impressive, ambitious and strong
CAS programme

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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How to make good CAS activity
Learning outcome

What is not CAS

What could be
considered as
CAS

What is good
CAS activity

Task for students

Undertake new
challenges

An activity that
has already been
undertaken or has
been a part of
your experience

A previously undertaken activity
taken to a new
level

An activity that
you have have
never undertaken in the past

List new challenges

Consider the
ethical implications of your actions

You are not aware
of the ethical implications of the
task

The activity increases ethical
considerations of
your actions

You demonstrate
awareness of
how your behavior and actions
have an impact
on others. You
will be able to
reflect on these
implications and
discuss them
with your peers

List some of the
potential ethical
implications of
the activities in
your list

Engage with issues of global
importance

Your activity may
not have global
significance

The activity may
involve asspects
of personal, local
or national importance

The activity allows clear connections with
issues of global
importance

List issues of
global significance in your list
of activities

Increase your
awareness of
own strengths
and areas for
growth

The activity does
not provide opportunities for
self growth

Theactivity will
compliment current strengths

The activity will
stretch your current limits to
help you grow.
You will improve
current strengths
and reflect on
ways to improve.

List your
strengths and
reflect on acquiring personal
growth

Develop new
skills

The activity does
not provide opportunities to develop new skills

There is an opportunity to develop new skills
or refining existing set of skills
(taking them to a
new level)

There is an ample opportunity
for you to develop new skills.

List your current
skills for this activity. Explain
how might you
acquire new
skills or refine
existing ones.
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CAS self- evaluation rubrics
Expectations
Outcome

Exceeds Expectations 4

Expectations Met
3

Approaching
Expectations 2

Expectations not
met 1

Reflection demonstrates some degree empathy
respect a degree
of humility and
show awareness
of successes, failure and areas of
growth
Provided some
opportunity for
personal challenge
Activity organised
by outside agency.
But I did not initiate

Reflection are incomplete and do not
show empathy respect a degree of
humility and show
awareness of successes, failure and
areas of growth

Reflection
show increased awarene
ss of strengths an
d areas for
growth

Reflection demonstrates empathy respect a degree of
humility and show
awareness of successes, failure and
areas of growth

Reflection demonstrates empathy
respect a degree of
humility and show
awareness of successes, failure and
areas of growth

Undertaking new
challenges

CAS project has
pushed me beyond
previous limit

Provided opportunity for personal
challenge

I have planned ,
organised activity
which requires active
participation and
personal input and
plan reflective needs
of the community

activity organised
by a group of students with leaders
actively participated

Worked with local
national and /or international community. Demonstrated
interpersonal skills
and integrated 2 CAS
activity

Worked with
school and wider
community. Cooperated with others
in 2CAS activity

Worked within
the school community

Not worked within
the school community or other and not
integrated CAS activity

Showing perseverance
and commitment
in your activities

Demonstrates high
degree of commitment in all programmes. shown
perseverance and
high degree of self
discipline.

Requires sustained
commitment.
Shown self direction

Insufficient evidence of sustained commitment

Could be more punctual and not reliable.

Is engaged with issues
of global importa
nce

Element of CAS programme result in
identifiable benefits
to others. I am engaged in global issues.

Some outcomes
are directed towards benefitting
others and global
issues

Some activities
show that I am
engaged in global
issues and are of
some benefits to
others

Not engaged with
global issues and of
no real benefit
other .

Considers ethical implications
of your actions

Demonstrated detailed ethical consideration in all activities

Demonstrated detailed ethical consideration in some
activities

Demonstrated
some ethical consideration in some
activities

Demonstrated little
or no ethical consideration in some activities

Develops new
skills

Has allowed me to
develop new skills
and good balance
achieved

Some activities has
allowed me to develop new skills
and good balance
achieved

Developed some
new skills

little or no level of
new skills development achieved,
some areas not adequately addressed

Planned and initi
ated activities

Working collaborativel
y with
others at least
one project
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Provided little opportunity for personal challenge
Activity organised by
school. But I did not
initiate
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CAS Evaluation
Rubrics for Extended project proposal
Criteria

Not meeting requirements

Meeting requirements

Length

Extended project fails to
complete

Project duration is completed

Collaboration

Does not involve collaboration with others

Project involves collaboration with others

CAS Qualities

Doesn’t span 2 of the following : creativity , action,
service

Project sufficiently includes: creativity , action,
service

Proposal submission

Does not include detailed
plan or outline

Project is properly proposed and provides detailed summary and includes goal and proper
presentation

Appropriateness

Either not challenging or
too challenging for students.

Project is appropriate and
challenging. the students
can reasonably achieve his/
her good work ethics

Culmination

Is not measurable as it
does not produce in an end
product presentation, performance or event

It culminates at least one
or series of product presentation, performance or
event

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Evaluation
CAS INTERVIEW RUBRICS
criteria

Not meeting expectations

Minimally meeting expectations

Satisfactorily
meeting expectations

Exceeding expectations

CAS proposals

Manage bar proposals absent,
incomplete or
lacking challenge, goals ,
planning or supervision. Student will need to
re-interview to
effectively start
CAS.

At least two activities to begin
this autumn,
both of which
reasonable goals,
well planned and
are supervised.
Activities cover
atleast two of
three CAS

Atleast three
activites approved to begin
this autumn both
of which have
reasonable goals
well planned and
are supervised.
Activities cover
at least two of
three CAS

Time requirement

Plan provides for
less than one
hour a week on
average. CAS
cannot be completed.
Supervisor forms
are missing for
most of all proposals. As a result none of the
proposals can be
accepted at this
time.

Plan provides for
around I hour
per week but will
likely fall short of
CAS requirements.
Most supervisor
forms are in but
student may
need to obtain
others at alter
date with sufficient reason. Any
solitary activities
without supervision are clearly
justified with
agreement from
the advisor.
Advisor leads the
interview rather
than student or
student needs
constant
prompting.
Advisor has serious concern …….

Plan provides
comfortably for 2
-3 hours per
week and will
likely need CAS
requirements.
All supervisor
forms are in for
the activities and
the student is
proposing.

Atleast three
activities approved to begin
this autumn all
of which have
reasonable goals
well planned and
are supervised.
Further the student has successfully proposed
and had accepted by the
advisor an extended project.
Plan provides for
3 hours per week
but without over
whelming the
student or creating………….
All supervisor
forms are in for
the activities the
student is proposing. Any solitary activities
without supervisor are clearly
justified and are
an alternative is
agreed upon by
the advisor.

supervision

Preparation

Overall interview
score
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Student is not
prepared for interview. Lack of
organization,
planning preparation.
Student must reinterview
CAS……..

Student leads
interview, is well
prepared and
rehearsed. Student is organized
and professional.
Student’s proposal are good
and likely …………

Student leads
interview, show
outstanding
preparation, is
well-rehearsed
and organized.
Student’s proposal are impressive ambitious……….
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G

F

E

D

C

B

A

in-

one type

and service)

longer duration

for longer duration

on more than one occasion or two

short duration only

types of activity (creative, active

than one occasion or one for

combines two activities on more has elements of all three activities

activity ‘one-off’ of

Project nature - combining 3

requires active participation

community

own nationality or international

nity but may only be with student’s

involves working with the commu-

with adult leader

organised by group of students

but not initiate

no active participation student required to participate

school community only

involves working within the

agency

activity organised by outside

develops existing skills

fiting others

outcome is directed towards bene-

target

presents a difficult and challenging

Level 3

nature

Active rather than passive

tional understanding

working with others

munity and furthering interna-

school

activity organised by

does not involve

stu-

Establishing links with com-

dents

Initiation and planning by

ready to have

already acquired

requires skills any student of
this age would be expected al-

no level of skill re-

terests rather than practising those quired

Acquisition of skills and

than student

benefit to others

has some benefit to others

extend himself

quired
no benefit to other

gives opportunity for student to

Level 2

attendance only re-

Level 1

Opportunities for service,

Challenge

Criterion

CAS Self Evaluation Rubric

long term project

activities combined into a

has a good balance of three

and input from student

requires active participation

and/or in the local language

within the local community

involves working with and

by student (s)

planned, organised and run

develops new skills

results in identifiable benefit
to others

pushes student beyond previous limits

Level 4

CAS Evaluation

CAS Evaluatio
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FORMS
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Checklist
GETTING STARTED – CHECKLIST
This following checklist should help you to get started your CAS journey. Sign your name in each
box when you are sure that you have fully understood.
Sign your name

Date

I have carefully read through the information contained in this
CAS handbook and I have fully understood the CAS
requirements.
I know who the CAS coordinator is and where the office is.
I know that I can always discuss CAS issues and concerns with my
CAS coordinator or a member of the CAS team.
I am aware of the two-year CAS Timetable and I will follow it.
I should have my own CAS plan for two years.
I know that I must try and maintain a balance between
Creativity, Action and Service.
My parents/guardians are informed of the CAS programme and
its requirements.
I will set myself goals for each activity and I will reflect carefully
on each activity I undertake.
I must fill in an Activity Proposal Form which must be preapproved before undertaking any CAS activity.
I have a responsible adult supervisor (not from my family) for
each activity I undertake.
Supervisors known at this time have read A Letter to the
Supervisor and agreed to perform any responsibility required.
I will maintain a log of my activities using uploading photos and
reflections at least once every two weeks.
I will keep all the written records, photos, and newspaper or
magazine clippings etc for proof
I have the necessary evaluation forms available for my
supervisors to fill in and return to me.
I know that I must fill in an official evaluation form at the
completion of each activity I undertake.
I have copies, or know where to get copies, of all the necessary
forms.
I clearly understand without the satisfactory and timely
completion of CAS programme, the IB Diploma will not be
awarded.
Checked by the CAS Coordinator

AIS/CAS/2017-2019

Date:
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CAS Activity Proposal Form I
Name:
Your plan will most probably adapt over time as you reflect on your activities and your interests
and preferences change. This plan therefore is not set in stone, but is an excellent place to start.
Which activities will you get involved in?
CAS

Activity description

Date
(month,
year)

Approximate
duration
(in hours)

A group activity where you will
collaborate with others
An activity that combines two
of creativity, action or service
An activity that will be a new
challenge to you
An activity that will be an
extension of an existing one
Involvement with international
projects (either locally,
nationally, or internationally)
An activity that you will have a
leadership role in it.
(you can place an activity in more than one box)
Which activities will be based at school?

List all your planned activities mentioned above, in the appropriate column(s),
(there should be two in each category). You can include more activities.

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Activity Rubric
CAS Activity Rubric
1 point

2 points

3 points

4 points

A Challenge

Attendance only
required

Gives opportunity Presents a difficult Pushes student
for student to
and challenging
beyond previous
extend him/
target
limits
herself

B

No benefit other
than to student

Has some benefit
to others

Opportunities for
service, benefit to
others

C Acquisition of skills No level of skill
and interests rather required
than practising
those already acquired

Outcome is
directed towards
benefiting others

Results in
identifiable
benefit to others

Requires skills any Develops existing
student of this
skills
age would be
expected already
to have

Develops new
skills

D Initiation and
planning by
students

Activity organized
by school

Activity organized Organized by
by outside agency group of students
with adult leader

Planned,
organized and run
by student(s)

E Establishing links
with community
and furthering
international understanding

Does not involve
working with
others

Involves working
within the school
community only

Involves working
with the
community but
may only be with
student’s own
nationality or
international
community

Involves working
with and within
the local
community and/
or in the local
language

F Active rather than
passive nature

No active
participation

Student required
to participate but
not initiate

Requires active
participation

Requires active
participation and
input from
student

G Project nature combining a range
of activity
(Creative, Action
and Service)

Activity ‘one-off’
of short duration
only one type

Combines two
activities on more
than one occasion
or one for longer
duration

Has elements of
all three activities
on more than one
occasion or two
for longer
duration

Has a good balance of three
activities
combined into a
long term project

Circle the box that best describes your proposed activity and add together the points this indicates.
You must have 3 photocopies for this for each activity.
Signature of student:
Total Points:
AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Approval Form II
CAS Approval Form II ( to be filled by student)

Creativity

Action

Service

Description:
(What are you planning to do? e.g. start
playing football)

Supervisor & contact
details:
(Who is going to
supervise you? e.g.
football coach)
Location:

Resources you have:

Resources you need:

Duration and
amount: (How many
hours/week?)
Goals: (cf. CAS
Learning Outcomes)

Values: (How will it
contribute to your
personal
development? cf.
CAS Learner Profile)

Name:

Class:

Approved by CAS Coordinator

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Log Sheet Form III
Activity Name

Date(s)

Appx # of
hours

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS Supervisor Form IV
Creativity /Action/Service(Circle any one)
The student that you have been supervising needs to satisfy 8 Learning outcomes over the course
of the CAS programme. Please, tick the appropriate Learning outcomes that the student has satisfied in your activity.
Student Name:
Name of the Supervisor:

Please state if the student has
achieved the Learning
outcomes:

Achieved

Evidence

Yes /No

Increased their awareness of their
own strengths and areas for growth
Undertaken new challenges

Planned and initiated activities

Worked collaboratively with others

Shown perseverance and commitment in their activities
Engaged with issues of global importance
Considered the ethical implications
of their actions
Developed new skills

Punctuality and attendance:  Poor
Remarks :

Name of supervisor:
AIS/CAS/2017-2019

 Good

 Excellent

Signature of Supervisor:

Date:
42

Sample Letter for supervisor outside of school
Dear Sir/Madam
Our school is starting the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program. This is a holistic education
program that includes a component of personal development, CAS. It stands for “Creativity, Action
and Service.” Every student must complete individually a set of activities in the following areas:
Creativity can be defined as any activity that requires some creative thinking.
Action can defined as physical exertion contributing to a healthy lifestyle, that is new and
challenging for the students.
Service can be defined as an unpaid and voluntary exchange that has a learning benefit for the
student, while maintaining the rights, dignity and autonomy of all those involved.
CAS activities should continue on a regular basis for as long as possible throughout the program,
and up to 18 months.
The aims of CAS are to enable students to be reflective thinkers, be willing to accept new
challenges, be active participants, balanced, respectful and humble about their achievements.
We’d appreciate your support by helping to provide appropriate activities for our students.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact us at this phone number.
Thanks in advance.

Your faithfully
Address
Ahmedabad International School
Opp Rajpath Row House,
B/H Kiran motors,
Judges Bunglow Road,
Bodakdev,Ahmedabad-380015
Ph-91-79-26872459

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS COORDINATOR’S EVALUATION NOTES PROGRESS A
Below is a sample of the form the CAS Coordinator will use to assess your progress and completion
of the CAS requirement of the IB Diploma Programme.
Name of student:
Name of CAS advisor:

Event

Date

Signature

Comments

Student has declared an acceptable plan for CAS
activities

First consultation between CAS
advisor and student

Second consultation
between CAS advisor and student

Student has submitted reflective
work

Third consultation between CAS
advisor and student

Student has submitted final
reflection

Student has submitted evidence
that learning outcomes are met

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS COORDINATOR’S EVALUATION NOTES PROGRESS B
CAS Coordinator’s Evaluation Notes Progress B
to be completed by the CAS Coordinator
Learning outcome

Achieved?

CAS

Nature/location of evidence
(for example, weblog [date],
journal [pagexx], progress
form [date])

Comment

Increased their
awareness of
their own
strengths and
areas for growth
Undertaken new
challenges

Planned and
initiated
activities
Worked
collaboratively
with others
Shown
perseverance
and commitment
in their activities
Engaged with
issues of global
importance
Considered the
ethical implications of their
actions
Developed new
skills

Name of the Student :
There is evidence that has:
Name of CAS Coordinator:

AIS/CAS/2017-2019

Signature:

Date:
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Assessment Criteria
Assessment Criteria
Students can make the following to present their reflections on the activities of CAS
∉

Portfolio

∉

Magazine

∉

Newsletters

∉

Scrapbook

∉

Files

Each document submitted as proof must be in hard copy and soft copy.
Each document must have a reflection page in it.
POINTS TO REMEMBER
The CAS program at Ahmedabad International School expects the student to participate in
appropriate activities in all three areas (creativity, action and service) and to follow the guidelines
from the IBO. Advice or suggestions for appropriate activities are available from Dr. Mitali Mitra.
If a student has ANY questions about the classification of an activity, (s)he should contact
Dr. Mitali BEFORE submitting the CAS Reflection/Documentation Form.
∉

Each activity must represent a new challenge or demonstrate personal growth.

∉

Activities must be meaningful.

∉

You must demonstrate leadership in at least one activity.

∉

At least one activity must involve teamwork.

∉

At least one activity must be sustained over time.

∉

At least one activity must involve a combination of creativity, action and service.

∉

You must submit at least ten documents. The form that the reflections take may vary.

∉

You may submit multiple reflections for a sustained activity.

∉

Your 150 hours may be loosely divided between categories, but all categories must be
attempted.

∉

CAS activity is to be continued throughout the two years of the Diploma Program.

∉

Complete the Getting Started sheets by the deadlines set.

∉

Compile your CAS Plan.

∉

Always get your activities approved by the CAS coordinator before you start them.

∉

Write meaningful reflections.

∉

Keep all evidence of your CAS learning, take photos, videos.

∉

Check with CAS supervisor regularly.

∉

Complete the CAS requirement by January (second semester)

∉

Talk to your CAS Coordinator if you get into difficulties

AIS/CAS/2017-2019
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CAS PROCESS – A VISUAL GUIDE
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CAS
Introduction

Steps involved in the 18 month process
Contact Details:
mitalimitra_ais@yahoo.com

CAS Proposal
Form in
manegbac
I

Completion of
Supervisor
form
4

Approval by
CAS Coordinator on the
activity

Maintaining
records and
evidences of
each CAS
activity

Evaluation by
CAS
Coordinator
with changes if

Filling the
CAS log sheet
III

Compilation of
all the CAS
records with
evidences.

Viva And final
submission
With Progress A &
B form as assessment of the entire
CAS file
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Engaged with issues of global importance
Engaged with issues of global importance
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